
CONFERENCE WORKSHOP 
9 JULY 2019

HELPING SECURITY PROFESSIONALS UNDERSTAND RISK, REGULATION AND 
RESILIENCE TO COUNTER THE ACCIDENTAL OR UNLAWFUL MISUSE OF DRONES 

Who should attend? 

Everyone who has a stake in policy and regulation, including:
• Law enforcement, public safety and security professionals
• Prisons, stadiums, airports and managers of public spaces
• Air traffic control, airlines and civil aviation authorities
• Drone manufacturers and counter drone system vendors

Benefits of Attending: 

By attending you will gain the tools to engage in debate surrounding counter drone policy, risk, regulation and resilience to create 
enlightened policies and strategies for your organisation. You will also develop: 
• An appreciation of the nuances of the role and nature of drone regulation
• An understanding on how to measure and mitigate risk, and what it means to your operations
• An understanding of the practices that will help your organisation build resilience to drone incursions
• Strategies to merge your own efforts on mitigating drone misuse with current thinking to help inform the best course of action for you

0900 - 1600  About the Workshop:

This interactive workshop will focus on the most effective ways to counter the illegal use of drones through the prisms of risk, regulation 
and resilience. You will be required to complete a questionnaire prior to attending to get the most out of this workshop.

Divided into three parts based on the subjects of risk, regulation and resilience, the workshop will challenge you through each of these 
three elements: 

1. The risk of criminal drone use and the mitigation of risk through activity conducted by the state will be explored to generate discussion on drone
use and drone risk.

2. The role and importance of regulation will be investigated to question how these regulations function. For example, in terms of deterrence,
registration and whether certain types of drones should be banned.

3. Resilience will be discussed through prevention and cover sanction, governance, detection and counter-measures. You will also engage in a
discussion about critical national infrastructure where there is strong policy relevance.

Swarms, technological convergence, reconnaissance and the use of drones in hybrid warfare will also be covered to address some of the factors that 
are now looming into view for policy establishments.

About Your Workshop Leaders:

Professor David Dunn, Department of Political Science and International Studies, University of Birmingham
Dr Christopher Wyatt, School of Government and Society, University of Birmingham

The recent ‘Red Teaming Report’ on ‘The Nefarious, Criminal and Terrorist Use of Drones’ raised important questions on effective responses 
to drone attacks, and how this once disruptive technology has now become decidedly dangerous. Centring on three recommendations, the report 
probes into how civil and security organisations must wrestle control of their assets back from a rapidly developing industry before we are left behind.

Based on some of the research contained in this report, Professor Dunn and Dr Wyatt will be leading a workshop tackling some of the most 
challenging aspects of countering drones discussions.

David Dunn is Professor of International Politics at the  
University of Birmingham where he is currently Director  
of Internationalisation for the College of Social Sciences. 
Between August 2012 and August 2016, he was Head  
of the Department of Political Science and International  
Studies.

Since 2000, he has served as Chairman of the West Midlands Military  
Education Committee. From 1982 until 1985, he was a member of Liverpool 
University Air Squadron. 

He is also a former holder of a NATO Fellowship, and a Fulbright Fellowship, 
the latter spent as a Guest Scholar at the National Defence University in  
Washington DC. His main research interests are security studies, U.S. 
Foreign Policy and diplomacy. He is currently involved in research projects  
funded by the Gerda Henkel Stiftung and the Open Society Foundation on  
the implications of drone technology and its proliferation.

Receive a  
10% discount 
when booking  

3 or more  
delegates

www.asdevents.com - www.asdevents.com/event.asp?id=20363



0830 REGISTRATION & COFFEE

0900 CHAIRMAN’S OPENING REMARKS

APPROACHES TO EMERGING THREAT PREPARATION

0910 KEYNOTE ADDRESS: DEVELOPING INFRASTRUCTURE 
THAT CAN MEET RAPIDLY DEVELOPING DRONE 

 THREATS
• The priorities of DHS in improving critical national infrastructure

moving forward
• Integrating counter drone capabilities: Challenges and solutions

given the most attention
• Conceptual framework for effective infrastructure that is
 prepared for drone misuse or criminality
Brian Harrell, Assistant Director, Infrastructure Security, 
U.S. Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency,  
Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Government

0950 REQUIREMENTS, SOLUTIONS AND THE FRAMEWORK FOR 
AN EFFECTIVE RELATIONSHIP WITH INDUSTRY
• UK MoD strategy for countering small drones in deployed

operations and at fixed military bases
• Shortening the procurement cycle and keeping pace with the

drone threat: the UK MoD C-UAS Rapid Innovation Cell
• UK MoD approach to counter-drone product evaluation and
 industry engagement
Peter Clarke, Director, C-UAS, UK MoD

1030 MORNING COFFEE AND NETWORKING

1100 COUNTERING DRONES IN THE DIY AGE 
• Rapid development of DIY drones and examination of their

threat potential
• Counter-measure profiling and what the most effective

solutions may look like
• Homeland location security and the differences in approach
 and effective throne threat neutralisation
Dr. Anna Jackman, Lecturer, Political Geography, Royal 
Holloway University 

1140 A MILITARY SOLUTION TO A CIVILIAN CHALLENGE? 
COUNTER DRONE SOLUTION ‘OVERKILL’ AND HOW TO 
AVOID IT
• The relationship between military C-UAS systems and security

threats in the civilian sector
• Capability ‘overkill’ and the necessary changes that need to be

made for neutralisation to be achieved within a safe regulatory 
 framework
• Projections for future counter drone capability development and
 encouraging the most effective solutions for the civilian sector
Colonel Jean François Morel, Counter UAS Lead,   
Gendarmerie Nationale

1220 PANEL DISCUSSION: EVALUATING COUNTER UAS 
SYSTEMS FOR MORE EFFECTIVE DRONE DEFENCE
The considerations for deploying a counter UAS system can be 
varied and challenging depending on the organisation and its  
specific conditions. The system itself must fit into a legal  
or regulatory framework, but still remain fit for purpose to deal  
with potentially malicious drone incursions. The most effective  
solutions for particular organisations could range from a  
surveillance system to complex neutralisation capabilities that  
require a different environment to be used to effect. This panel  
discussion will cover these points, along with:
• How to make an evaluation of a counter UAS system and the

environment in which it must operate to maximise its effect
• What are the technologies that will be the key drivers of counter

drone solutions in the coming years?
• How must cost must be balanced with risk to make UAS

defence systems the most effective?

1320 NETWORKING LUNCH

INCIDENT RESPONSE AND INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION

1420 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ORGANISATIONS AND LAW 
ENFORCEMENT IN DRONE INCIDENTS
• Unique challenges facing the private sector in counter drone

incident response
• Developing counter drone solutions within a civil regulatory

framework and the reliance on law enforcement cooperation
• Limiting risk and vulnerability through a holistic approach to

incident response, including civil, law enforcement and 
 government organisations
Kristof Lamont, Air Traffic Management / Cyber Security 
Senior Expert, Eurocontrol

1500 PROTECTING SOFT TARGETS FROM EMERGING S-UAS 
 THREATS

• Maintaining the integrity of ‘Soft Target’ security and how future
drone threats are being prepared for by Homeland Security

• Nuances of S-UAS protection and which solutions will be
most suited to keep up with S-UAS developments

• Integrating solutions into existing security frameworks to limit
 the vulnerability of sensitive sites to attack
Daniel Abreu, Deputy Director, Soft Targets and Crowded 
Places Task Force, Department of Homeland Security

1540 AFTERNOON TEA AND NETWORKING

1610 THREAT ASSESSMENTS AND INTER-AGENCY 
COOPERATION TO IMPROVE COUNTER DRONE 

 CAPABILITIES
• Taking the correct steps to evolve counter drone policy and

regulatory frameworks
• Using assessments and evaluation to keep pace with the rapid

development of drone technology
• Inter-agency networks and how to maximise their impact on
 counter drone understanding
Mark Espenant, Research and Development Project  
Manager, Centre for Security Science, Government of 

 Canada

1650 DISRUPTING THE CRIMINAL USE OF DRONES IN PRISONS
• Viability of ‘hard kill’ solutions and their benefits versus ‘fencing’

 systems
• Recent criminal developments in prison smuggling and the

consequent changes in counter drone solution requirements
• Analysis of past drone incidents used for criminal purposes and
 key lessons learned
Ghislain Sauvé, Director General, Technical Services and 
Facilities, Correctional Service of Canada

1730 CHAIRMAN’S CLOSING REMARKS AND END OF 
CONFERENCE DAY ONE

CONFERENCE DAY ONE 
10 JULY 2019
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0830 REGISTRATION & COFFEE

0900 CHAIRMAN’S OPENING REMARKS

CIVIL AVIATION AND REGULATION

0910  COUNTERING DRONES TOGETHER: HOW AIRPORTS CAN 
BE A MAIN PLAYER IN COUNTERING THE EVOLVING 
DRONE THREAT
• Outlining the current challenge that drones pose to securing

airspace and airports
• Where airports can work most effectively with other

organisations to contribute to comprehensive security against 
 drones
• Solutions and suggestions to counter drone stakeholders: What
 does success look like and what are the best ways of achieving it?
Dr. Hussain Alhallaf, Security Director, Riyadh Airports

0950 DEVELOPING MORE EFFECTIVE LEGISLATIVE AND 
REGULATORY FRAMEWORKS TO IMPROVE WIDER 
COUNTER DRONE DEFENCE
• Reconciling the need for safe deployment of counter drone

technology with public and personnel safety
• Widening the coverage of current legislation to incorporate

rapidly developing drone technology
• Analysis of counter drone solutions and their viability within this
 framework
Nicolas Marcou, Director, Drone Programmes, Directorate of 
Civil Aviation Security (France)

1030 SINGLE EUROPEAN SKY: ENSURING THAT UAS AND 
AIRCRAFT CAN OPERATE IN CLOSE PROMXIMITY
• Encouraging drone education and awareness as a priority for

ensuring safer skies
• Legal and regulatory changes that can have a positive impact

on limiting unsafe or dangerous drone use
• Capabilities that ensure maximum situational awareness and
 more effective traffic management
Manfred Mohr, Assistant Director SESAR, IATA

1110 MORNING COFFEE AND NETWORKING

1140 USING LESSONS LEARNED TO IMPROVE COUNTER 
DRONE INCIDENT RESPONSE
• Identifying lessons learned and proposing future counter drone
 strategy 
• Distinction between safety and security incidents and the

clarification of areas of responsibility
• Analysis of more effective deployment methods to drive
 improvements in multi-agency incident response
Czesław Romek, Security and Safety Expert, Polish Air 
Navigation Services Agency (PANSA)

1220 PANEL DISCUSSION: PREVENTING COUNTER DRONE 
‘BLACK SWAN’ EVENTS THROUGH IMPROVING INTER- 

 AGENCY COOPERATION
The rapid development of drones means that the likelihood of  
a “Black Swan” incident being caused by a drone is increasing. 
Despite the growing threat posed by cheap and adaptable  
drones, there is more urgency now at establishing tangible  
methods of defence against drones. The success of which  
hinges on the effective cooperation of organisations from civil  
and law enforcement all the way to government. This panel  
discussion will focus on:
• What practices can we employ now to reduce the likelihood

of law enforcement being restricted to reactionary counter 
drone actions?

• Can ‘hard kill’ solutions be effectively integrated into civilian
sites and, if so, under what circumstances?

• What questions should we ask of industry to produce more
effective counter drone solutions for the civilian and security 

 sectors?

Christopher Mason, Manager Policy and Technical, European 
Regions Airline Association
Manfred Mohr, Assistant Director, SESAR, IATA
Damon Knight, Head of Air Traffic Services, London Southend 
Airport
Captain Tim Pottage, Chairman, RPAS Working Group, BALPA

1320 NETWORKING LUNCH

RISK MANAGEMENT AND ASSET PROTECTION

1420  ADDRESSING THE THREAT TO CROWDED STADIUMS 
DURING INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
• Preparing for international sporting events and ensuring that

security can be upheld throughout
• Implementing cooperative measures with stadium security to

secure venues against drone incursion
• Discussions on both national and international frameworks that
 can help FIFA to improve security
Helmut Spahn, Director Security, Fédération Internationale 
de Football Association (FIFA)

1500 PROTECTING A NATIONAL STADIUM IN AN URBAN 
 ENVIRONMENT 

• Understanding the different factors that contribute to watertight
safety at football grounds on match day

• The FA perspective on drone security and determining the risk
that it poses to operations

• Maintaining effective partnerships with law enforcement to
 mitigate potential drone disruption
Neil Sharman, Security Manager, The Football Association (FA)

1540 AFTERNOON TEA AND NETWORKING

1610 ASSESSING THE RISK OF DRONE THREATS TO A RANGE 
OF POTENTIAL ‘TARGETS’ OR VULNERABLE SITES
• Determining the threat against stadiums in different locations

and under different circumstances
• Analysis of cost: Both in terms of potential drone disruption and

solving the problem once it has occurred
• Assessment of the cost of doing nothing and the lessons
 learned from disruptive drone incursions
Cyril De Greve, Managing Director, European Stadium and 
Safety Management Association (ESSMA)

1650  USING INSURANCE AS A DRONE RISK MITIGATION TOOL
• Methodology of risk assessment and its link to the cost of
 insurance
• The role of ‘drone education’ and the way it can be used

in conjunction with counter drone solutions to drive down 
insurance premiums

• Perspective from insurers on how counter drone solutions need
 to meet their own standards
Confirmed representative from Lloyds Group

1730 CHAIRMAN’S CLOSING REMARKS AND END OF CONFERENCE

CONFERENCE DAY TWO 
11 JULY 2019

“Very valuable. I plan to 
continue to attend.” 

Avner Turniansky, Vice President Strategy, Vorpal 
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